
Advanced 
Chairing Skills

The skills of chairing 
virtual, physical and 
hybrid meetings

Miranda Smythe



Programme Overview

•Meeting preparation
• The role of the Chair
• Opening the meeting
•Managing participation
• Closing the meeting
• Hybrid meetings.



The Chair is 
responsible for:

•Leading the meeting
•Facilitating participation 
•Ensuring balanced decision-
making.



Hard 
Skills

Being organised

Managing time

Structuring discussions

Keeping on track

Clear decisions
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adapt chairing 

style

Being 
approachable

Facilitating 
sensitively

Confidence 
and gravitas

Demonstrating 
fair-mindedness 

and balance

Listening 
actively

Empathy and 
understanding

Rapport and 
humour
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Equipment

• Laptop or PC
•Headset
• Laptop stand or box file
•Recipe-book stand.



Meeting Platforms

•Zoom
•Google Meet (Hangouts)
•Cisco WebEx
•Microsoft Teams.



Environment
•Physical background
•Computer management
•Maximising bandwidth
• Interruptions.



Jewel Colours



Jewel 
Colours



Non-Jewel Colours



The Rule of Thirds

•Before
•During 
•Close



Before the Meeting
•Software
•Equipment
•Environment
•Personal 
presentation.



Opening 
a Virtual 
Meeting

1. Statutory elements
2. Rules – cameras and microphones
3. Video recording
4. Use of chat
5. How to participate
6. Voting arrangements.



Structuring each 
Agenda item

• Introduce the item
• Provide any background or context
• Tell the Meeting what you need from 

them
• Explain how the discussion will be 

structured



Body of an Agenda Item
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Body of an Agenda Item

Facts Interpretation Action



Facts:
What, who, where, 
when how and why



Interpretation:
Logical conclusions



Action or Decision



Body of an Agenda Item

Facts Interpretation Action



Clear Actions

• Specifically what has been agreed
• Who is responsible for doing what
• Timelines.



Voice and 
Tonality •Microphones “flatten” the voice

• Speak slightly slower
• Keep your chin level
• Talk from your chest 
• Pause after asking a question
• Use silent regulators
•Manage your voice at the end of a 

sentence.



Language

• Use the word ‘agree’ in your introduction

• Replace “but” with “and”

• Remove doubtful language from your vocabulary: 
“if” or “I hope”

• Replace these with pre-suppositions:  “after” or 
“when”

• Unpick universal quantifiers and nominalisations 
with questions.



Voice



Voice

Questions



Voice

Questions
Statements



Voice

Questions
Statements

Embedded 
commands



Non-Verbal 
Behaviour

Sit straight in your chair

Focus on the camera; 
minimise downward reading

Manage your facial 
expressions

Keep your hands close to 
you and use slow gestures

Show that you are listening



Facilitation means…

1. The process of making something 
possible or easy

2. To smooth the process.



Remember…

• Every meeting member will arrive with their 
own aspirations, motivations and expectations
• Each person will place their own weighting on 

the importance of a meeting or agenda topic
• Participants can have personal agendas which 

run counter to the purpose of the meeting
• Political positioning can influence behaviour
• Some people are comfortable being led
• Whilst others may resist.





Tuckman’s 
Theory of 
Team 
Development
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Forming
• Foundations
• Clear purpose
• Standards and rules
• Roles and 

responsibilities
• Communication 

processes. 



Storming • Critical stage of 
development
• Conflict and competition
• Performance may 

decrease
• Cliques can form around 

strong personalities
• Failure to address conflict 

may result in long-term 
issues.



Norming

• Patterns of 
communication become 
established
• People start to see where 

they ‘fit’
• Spontaneous co-operation
• Problems are dealt with 

swiftly
• Although can slip back 

into “storming”
• Spirit of joint enterprise
• Sense of stability.



Performing

•Mature team
•Organised
•Clear and stable structure
•Focus is on achieving the 
task.



Adjourning

The meeting’s goals are accomplished

Or protocol demands a change of members

The main team disbands

The ‘new’ committee may go back to the 
forming or storming stage

Some participants may experience regret or 
bereavement.



Tuckman’s 
Theory of 
Team 
Development

Forming

Storming

NormingPerforming

Adjourning



Encouraging 
Participation

What approaches might 
encourage quieter members 
to participate?



Encouraging 
Participation

• Observe carefully: notice body language
• Ask quality open questions (who – what –

where – when – how)
• Be prepared to sit in silence
• “Who hasn’t had an opportunity to …..”
• In smaller meetings try “round robins” 
• Try – pose, pause, pounce…



Keep the Meeting on Track

• Refer back to the Agenda
• Summarise and re-direct
• Use time to manage time
• Set and use ground-rules
• Interrupt if you need to…



Interrupting…
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breathe
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Interrupting…

If you need to 
interrupt… wait 

for the speaker to 
breathe

Talk into their 
breathing space

Use “so”, 
followed by a 

very brief 
summary

Then use “and” 
then move 

attention away 
to someone else

Or say “Cllr 
Smythe - please 

may we have 
your question”

Use a soft 
“stop” hand 

gesture 



Dissent and Conflict

• Acknowledge that there may be strong views
• Use “Agree” several times in your introduction
• Impose a strong structure on the meeting
• Use pre-suppositions: WILL – AFTER - WHEN
• Nip poor behaviour in the bud
• Set ground-rules
• Be clear about consequences of non-compliance.



Meeting Rules
1. Everyone speaks through the Chair
2. One person speaks at a time
3. Raise your hand if you would like to contribute
4. Keep on topic
5. Contributions are limited to one minute
6. Speak clearly
7. Treat others with respect and dignity.



Hybrid Meetings:
Example of Room Layout



Hybrid Meetings

• In your introduction explain how you will manage the process

• Signpost clearly: “I’m going to invite Councillor Shah who is here in the meeting with me to 
speak next…”

• “I’ve noticed that several Councillors who are online have raised their hands to speak”

• Spread your attention fairly across virtual and physical participants
• Make direct eye contact with your physical participants

• Make eye contact with virtual participants by looking at the camera

• Make your decision-making and polling processes clear.



Closing the Meeting

• A summary of key actions

• Date of next meeting

• Any special items for the next agenda
• A reminder about circulation of the 

minutes
• The important “thank you” for 

attending.



Programme Review

• The role of the Chair
• Meeting preparation
• Opening the meeting
• Managing participation
• Closing the meeting
• Hybrid meetings.


